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ABSTRACT 
A positive definite symmetric matrix is called a Stieltjes matrix provided that all 
its off diagonal ‘elements are nonpositive. We characterize functions which preserve 
the class of Stieltjes matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A=(Aii), i,jEN={1,2 ,..., n} be a symmetric positive definite 
matrix with spectral decomposition 
A = A,u,u,T + . . . + A,,u,u,T, 
where 
A, > A, > * . . h, > 0 
and 
A is called a Stieltjes matrix provided that it also satisfies the condition [4] 
Aii < 0, i # i. 
Stieltjes matrices frequently arise in the numerical solution of elliptic partial 
differential equations. Another application of Stieltjes matrices is given by 
M. Wayne Wilson [8]. In this paper we will be concerned with arbitrary 
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functions of A. Recall that if g(x) is any function defined on the spectrum of 
A, then the matrix g(A) is given by 
From this representation we may observe that if the function g(x) is 
positive on the spectrum of A, then the matrix g(A) is symmetric and 
positive definite. However, this condition is not at all sufficient to guarantee 
that g(A) is a Stieltjes matrix. For instance, let 
The strict diagonal dominance of A guarantees that A is positive definite and 
hence Stieltjes. However, 
-E -8; -18 4 1 , 
-18 4 20 
which is not Stieltjes. The function 
maps Stieltjes matrices of order < 2 into Stieltjes matrices. However, it does 
not have this property for the 3x3 matrix 
In this paper we will provide both necessary and sufficient conditions on 
g so that g(A) remains a Stieltjes matrix. For related questions which occur 
in a study of the Ising model of ferromagnetism see I&f [3]. 
Note that our problem does not fall within the Loewner theory [l], 
where the sign of a matrix’s elements is immaterial. 
To state our main result, we represent (1.1) in the following alternative 
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where g[X,, . . . , A,J denotes the divided difference of g(x) at x =hi, . . . ,A,,, and 
Q,,, is the “spectral” polynomial 
Qm = k~,(hcZ-A), m = l,...,n. 
In Sec. 3 we will prove that the spectral polynomials are nonnegative 
matrices, that is, Qm has all nonnegative entries: 
Consequently, if g(k) > 0, m EN and also 
(-l)“g[X, )..., &J > 0, m > 2, 
then g(A) is a Stieltjes matrix. 
Let us observe that since B =h,Z-A is a nonnegative matrix, it is 
possible to reformulate this result in terms of nonnegative symmetric 
matrices. Specifically we prove that for a nonnegative symmetric matrix B, 
the matrixf(Z3) is als o nonnegative and symmetric provided that f[ pi,. . . , h] 
20, m>l, where pi< psG*** < h are the eigenvalues of B written in 
increasing order (note here that no requirement is made on positive definite- 
ness). 
In Sec. 2 we present some background material required for the proof of 
(1.3). The actual proof is given in Sec. 3, and in Sec. 4 we present some 
concluding remarks. 
We begin with 
2. SOME ANCILLARY FACTS 
For the most part we will be concerned with nonnegative symmetric 
matrices B’= ( Ri i), Bi i = Bji > 0, i, i E N. In this case we will always assume 
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that the successive eigenvalues of B are written in increasing order, 
For the moment, however, let us not insist that B be symmetric and 
recall a basic fact about (arbitrary) nonnegative matrices. 
The resolvant of B, defined as ( PZ - B)- ‘, has a series expansion given by 
(/AZ-B)-' = k$f-lBX, 
which is valid for ( ~1 >A. Consequently, ( PZ - B)- ’ also has nonnegative 
elements whenever ZL >A. This elementary fact depends on the observation 
that the function f(x) = (1 - TX)- ‘, r = ZL - ‘, has a power series expansion on 
the spectrum of B which has positive coefficients whenever ~>ZL,,. Gener- 
ally, then, f(B) ‘ll g WI a ain be a nonnegative matrix provided that f possesses a 
power series expansion with nonnegative coefficients, that is, f is absolutely 
monotonic on [0, 001. Since we will refer to this fact again we state it below 
in the form of a theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. f(B) is a nonnegative matrix whenever B is a nonnega- 
tive matrix if f is absolutely monotonic on [0, co). 
Similar facts have been observed by Varga in [5]. Theorem 2.1 has a 
converse which we state in 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf f(x) is continuous for x > 0 and f(B) is a nonnegative 
matrix whenever B is a nonnegative symmetric matrix of orders n, then 
fb l>...,Xk] > 0, k = l,...,n, 
for any 0 Q x1 < . . . < xn. 
An immediate corollary to this result is 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let f(x) be continuous for x > 0. Then f preserves the 
class of nonnegative symmetric matrices if and only if f is absolutely 
monotonic on [0, co). 
This corollary depends on the characterization of absolutely monotonic 
functions in terms of divided differences given by Widder [6]. 
To prove the theorem we specialize B to be a tridiagonal matrix, Bii = 0, 
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Ii-jj>l. Then 
(B& = 0, i < 71- 1, 
145 
and 
n-2 
(Bn-l)l,n = II Bi,i+l = 6. 
1 
Now, let us use these equations to compute the quantity f(B)l,n, which is 
assumed to be nonnegative. To this end, recall that f(B) = p(B), where p is 
the polynomial of degree rr - 1 which interpolates f on the eigenvalues of B. 
Since the leading coefficient of p is f[ pr,. . . , ~1, we obtain 
f(B),,, = afl CLVG,,]. 
According to Hald [2], given any real numbers x1 < * . . <x,, there exists a 
persymmetric tridiagonal matrix Bii=Bn+l_i,,+l_i, i=l,...,n, Bi,i+l= 
Bn-.i,n-i+rr i=l,*.., 12 - 1, with eigenvalues xl,. . . ,x,. The off diagonal ele- 
ments of B may be made nonnegative by a diagonal similarity, and if x1 > 0, 
then certainly Bii >O. Hence B is a nonnegative symmetric matrix with 
eigenvalues 0 < x1 < * * * <x,,. However, 6 may be zero, since the off diago- 
nals of B may contain zero elements. We correct this problem by perturbing 
B, and then the divided difference on the eigenvalues of the perturbed 
matrix is nonnegative. Now, using the continuity off, we obtain 
fP r,...,x,] > 0, 0 < xr < . . . < x,. 
The lower order divided differences are shown to be nonnegative by 
considering a matrix of the form 
Then 
f(C) = (fy 
and we may use the previous construction 
f(C)* 
0 1 0 * 
0 1 0 ’ 
on the upper left k X k block of 
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Our goal now is to refine our preliminary observation that absolute 
monotonic functions preserve the class of nonnegative symmetric matrices. 
In the remainder of this section we prove some preliminary results which 
will yield a much weaker sufficient condition on f insuring that it preserves 
the class of symmetric nonnegative matrices of a fixed order n. To this end, 
we require some further notation. 
Let 
I? ( p) = adjoint( PI- B ) 
and 
Then for p @h(B) = spectrum of I?, 
I = A,(P)(PZ--B-~, 
and since B > 0, 
We represent B in the form 
where 
B = ,ululu,T+-- +p u uT n n n, UiTUi = Sii. 
Thus 
k,l EN. 
In particular, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4 
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LEMMA 2.1. If B is nonnegative and symmetric with 
as eigenvalues, g( p) = adjoint( pLI - B), PO = Z and 
m-1 
z’,,_l = ,II, (B-PJ)~ m > 2, 
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(2.5) 
then 
Pm_1 = zq PmY.Gnl~ m E N. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that the eigenvalues of B 
are distinct. Thus the eigenvalues Ak( pk) in (2.4) are all nonzero. From (2.1) 
and (2.5) we have 
*m-l = kzm jjl(pk-p,) uk”:* 
i 1 1=1 
For k>m let 
then by (2.7), (2.6), (2.4), 2.3), 
W) 
(2.7) 
n h7n) li[ p&&+1>..44J = c p = p _ m 1. 
k=m mk 
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Our main theorem will establish that if vk > p,_, k E N, then & [ vm, . . . , v,], 
m=l , . . . , n, is a nonnegative symmetric matrix for any nonnegative symmet- 
ric B with eigenvalues p1 < p2 < ’ + . < k. 
The proof of this result requires several applications of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let N={1,2 ,..., n}, and 
P(P) = lgNb4 
be a polynomial of degree n with n real zeros pL1 < pLz < * * - < p,,. Then for 
any u1,v2 ,..., v,, with v,> Pi, kEN, we have 
p[ v,,... ?“,,I > 0, m E N. (2.8) 
Proof. Let qk(p)=pk, T~=~~+P~+..* +A. Since 
PhL) = 4M - Q%-d/4 +*.* 
and qk[vlr..., v,] = 0 for k < n - 1, it follows that 
PP I,..., vn] = 9”[“1>..., 4 -rP. 
The polynomial 
4c1) = ~“-(cL--y1)(~--y2)...(~--v,) 
= +--1+. . . , 7, = Vl + v2 + * *. + vn, 
is of degree < n - 1 and interpolates p” at p = v~, p2,. . . , vn. Hence 
and 
PP Ir...,vn] = 7” - Tp = z (v/J&) > 0. 
kEN 
(2.9) 
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This proves (2.8) for m= 1. We now prove the full statement (2.8) by 
induction on m. Clearly 
for v, > A z pL. Assume (2.8) is satisfied for all k > m, where 2 < m < n. We 
express p( cl) in the form 
Then Steffenson’s product rule gives 
p[vmt...,vn] = &pm ,..., Vk]S[Vk ,..., VJ. 
Since all the zeros of T( p) are less than or equal to v,, the terms r[v,, . . . , vk] 
are all nonnegative. The induction hypothesis insures that s[vk, . , . , v,,] > 0 for 
k > m + 1, while by (2.9) 
Thus all summands are nonnegative and the induction hypothesis is 
advanced. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let 
Ph) = lIp--&). k,l EN, 
and let pk, vk satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. Then 
pk[v,,...,v,] > 0, m E N. 
Proof. This corollary follows from the fact that if v, > (-Lo, then pk > pl 
for 1~ k. 
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REMARK. Lemma 2.2 also follows immediately from the identity 
3. FUNCTIONS WHICH PRESERVE THE CLASS 
OF NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be nonnegative and symmetric, with 
as eigenvalues. Then if 
vi > pi for i E N, 
we have that 
qvm,...Pn], m E N, (3.1) 
is nonnegative, symmetric and positive semi&finite, where 8( /.L) = adjoint( ~1 
- B) and (3.1) is the corresponding divided difference of this matrix-valued 
function at p = v,, . . . , v,. 
Proof. i[v,,..., v ] is clearly symmetric. We will first show that it is 
semidefinite. From (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that 
is the eigenvalue of g( CL) associated with the eigenvector uk, ukTuk = 1. Thus 
qv,, * *. , v,] is the eigenvalue of ti[v,, . . . , vJ associated with uk. This 
eigenvalue is nonnegative for k,m EN by Corollary 2.1. Thus B [v,,,, . . . , v,,] is 
symmetric and positive semidefinite for m E N. In particular then the diago- 
nal elements of B [ v,,,, . . . , v,,] are all nonnegative for m E N. 
Let (i, i), i # j, be an arbitrary off diagonal position. We shall show that 
iii[Vm,...,Vn] > 0, m E N. (3.2) 
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Recall that we already pointed out that 6[~,,] = &v,) > 0 for v,, > A. The fnll 
result (3.2) will be established by induction on the order of the matrix B. The 
theorem is trivial to prove for n = 1,2. Assume then that the theorem is true 
for all matrices of order less than n. 
Let K be the ordered index set obtained from N= { 1,2,. . . , n} by 
deleting the two distinct indices i, i. Let C be the (K, K) principal submatrix 
of B of order n - 2 consisting of all but the ith and the jth rows and columns 
of B. Let 
where biK is the ith row of B with column indices limited to the ordered 
index set K. A similar remark-applies to the column vector bKi. Then by 
definition of adjoint( ZJZ - B) = B( p), 
I&~( /.L) = -detC’ = biiA,( p) + biKC( p)bKi, 
and for mEN, 
Let the eigenvalues of the nonnegative symmetric matrix C be denoted by 
then for 1=2,...,n, 
Lemma 2.2 implies cat Ac[ v,, . . . , v,] is nonnegative, the induction hypothe- 
sis guarantees that C[ v,, . . . , v,] > 0, and we have B > 0. Thus Bii[v,, . . . , v,] > 
0 for m EN. This completes the induction step. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf B is an n X n nonnegative and symmetric matrix with 
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as eigenvalues, then the spectral polynomials PO= I and for m > 1 
k=l 
(3.4) 
are nonnegative, symmetric and positive semidefinite. Moreover if f is 
defined m the spectrum of B and satisfies 
f[ lJ W..,&J > 0, m E N, (3.5) 
then f(B) is symmetric and nonnegative. 
Proof. Using the Newton divided difference form for the polynomial of 
degree < n - 1 which interpolates f on the eigenvalues of B, we have 
which, according to Lemma 2.1, equals 
Thus this theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 
We now can state our improved version of Corollary 2.1: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f(x) be continuous for x > 0. Then f preserves the 
class of nonnegative symmetric matrices of order n if and only if all the 
divided differences off of order < n are nonnegative: 
fix 1,*..,xk] ) 0, k = l,...,n, 
The condition above on the divided differences of f is known to imply 
certain smoothness conditions on f. Specifically the above condition is 
equivalent to the fact that f(i)(x), j =O, 1,. . . , rr - 3, is continuous and non- 
negative for x Z 0, then fCnW3) (x) has a right derivative which is right 
continuous and nondecreasing and a left derivative which is left continuous 
and nondecreasing. 
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Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 2.2 while the sufficiency 
comes from Theorem 3.2. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a Stieltjes matrix with 
as eigenualues. Then 
Q,,, = kil(WA) > 0, m=l ,...,n. 
Moreover, if g(X,) > 0 fw k E N and 
(-l)“g[hl ,..., k] > 0, m > 2, 
then g(A) is a Stieltjes matrix. 
Proof. Let B = h,Z - A. Then B is symmetric and nonnegative and 
where k =A, - hk, k E N. Hence Theorem 3.2 implies that Q,,, is nonnega- 
tive. 
Again, using Newton’s form for the polynomial of degree < n - 1 which 
interpolates g on the spectrum of A, we have 
g(W- g(A) = ~~e(-l,"p[h~,...,~]Q~-~ > 0. (3.7) 
Since g(A) is clearly positive definite and symmetric, we conclude that g(A) 
is a Stieltjes matrix. n 
The analog of Corollary 3.1. for Stieltjes matrices is 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let g(x) be continuous fw x > 0. Then g preseroes the 
class of Stieltjes matrices of on&r n if and only if g(x) > 0 fw x > 0 and 
(-l)“g[x, ,..., xm] > 0, m = 2 ,..., 12, 
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for all 0 =G xl < . . * < x,. 
For n > 4 we see that the condition above on g implies that g’ exists and 
has all derivatives (in the weak sense described after Corollary 3.1) of 
alternating sign up to order n-2. This condition in the terminology of 
Williamson [I means that g’ is n - 1 times monotone, 
We will remark further on n times monotone functions in the next 
section. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Examples of nontrivial functions which map Stieltjes matrices into 
Stieltjes matrices are Ap (0 < p < l), ln(Z+ A) and I- e-*. These matrices 
have the form f(A), where f(x) > 0, x > 0 and f’(x) is completely monotonic 
[i.e., f’( - x) is absolutely monotonic for x < 01. The Stieltjes property of f(A) 
follows from Theorem 2.1 as did Corollary 3.2 from Theorem 3.2. Specifi- 
cally, we replace f(x) with g(x)=f(X,)-f(X,- x) and use the fact that 
B = X,Z - A is nonnegative and g is absolutely monotonic. 
There is a beautiful theorem of Bernstein (Cf. Widder [6]) which repre- 
sents completely monotonic functions as Laplace transforms of measures. 
Thus if f’(x) is completely monotonic, then 
f’(x) = ~me-ti&(t)r 
and hence 
f(x) = f(O) +s, mt-l(l-e-“)dp(t). 
Consequently 
f(A) = f(O)Z +/o”A-‘(Z- ePtA)dp(t). 
This formula gives us an alternative means to prove the elementary fact that 
iff(r)>O, x>O andf’( ) x is completely monotonic, then f preserves the class 
of Stieltjes matrices. 
Since A = A,Z- B we have 
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Moreover, 
I- eeti = I _ e-“‘etB 
O” t"B" 
5 I- eetAlx 7. 
“C(J v* 
Thus these formulas demonstrate that A -‘(I- e-“) is a Stieltjes matrix for 
all t > 0 whenever A is a Stieltjes matrix. 
What is the point of this alternative ,proof of the Stieltjes version of 
Theorem 2.1? For us it only led to an impasse in the proof of Corollary 3.3. 
Since n - 1 times monotone functions (by a result of Schoenberg [I have a 
representation in the form 
I Jl - Xt)“;2dp( t), 
the condition on g in Corollary 3.3 is equivalent to 
(XI; = xn, x > 0; zero otherwise). Integrating, we have 
Ed4 = do) + & i?-‘[l-(I-&):-l]&(t). 
Thus for this cone of functions the extreme rays are I- (l- ti)“,-‘. Can 
we prove Z - (I - tA)“,- ’ is a Stieltjes matrix directly? Unfortunately, in this 
case we cannot benefit from the multiplicative property of the exponential 
function. It would be interesting to have a proof of Corollary 3.3 which is 
based on this representation for n - 1 times monotone functions. 
Finally, let us remark that the formula (3.7) can be useful computation- 
ally, since in many circumstances where n is large only a few terms of the 
Newton divided difference expansion provide an adequate approximation for 
g(A). Let A,=)\,I--A, oi=g(h,)>O, o,=(-l)mg[A1,...,L]>O (m>2); 
then 
a,1 - g(A) = a2A1 + a,A,A, +. . . + ‘Y,,A,A,* . A,,_,. @I) 
If we truncate the right side of (4.1) after four terms, say, then we need only 
calculate the eigenvalues hi > h2 z X, > A, > A, > 0 for A. We know the 
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products A,A,* . * A,,, _ 1 are all nonnegative matrices, but for large n we 
want to deal only with matrix-vector products of the form 
y = (AI-A)% = (B-pI)x, 
where B = X,Z - A Z 0 and p =h, -X. The questions of convergence of the 
partial sums in (4.1) when n is large and of the numerical sensitivity of 
evaluating a,A,x + a3A,A,x + . * . + a,,,A,A,- - + &_ lx are interesting and 
important, but are beyond the scope of this paper. 
We wish to express our appreciation to R. Brayton, A. Ho@man and I. 
Lew for several stimulating conversations concerning the problems discussed 
here. 
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